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Abstract

Adopting Garcés-Conejos Blitvich’s (2010) genre approach to (im)politeness phenomena, this paper explores impoliteness as it
emerges within a specific polylogous communicative event -- the online flamewar. While scholars of CMC have referred to flaming as an
essentially antisocial activity that negatively impacts Internet users (Johnson et al., 2009; Alonzo and Aiken, 2004), I show how a Russian-
language flamewar contributes to sociability both on the micro level, by building alliances through the face-threatening ‘snub the other’
strategy, and on the macro level, by renewing the participants’ sense of belonging to a loosely delimited blogging community. The
mechanics of the flamewar’s progression, the impoliteness strategies employed therein, and the processes of escalation are highly
recognizable to Russian-language bloggers, constituting the flamewar as a genre of social engagement. The flamewar-as-genre frames
the core of the argument, in this case a debate on historical rights and discursive authority within a community with a strong sense of
shared history, but a weak sense of common practice.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

While the body of research on impoliteness has been steadily growing (Culpeper, 1996, 2008, 2011; Bousfield, 2008;
Bousfield and Locher, 2008; Culpeper et al., 2003; Mills, 2009; Terkourafi, 2008), scholars are only beginning to give
attention to impoliteness in computer-mediated communication (CMC) (e.g. Graham, 2007; Haugh, 2010; Lorenzo-Dus
and Garces-Conejos Blitvich, 2011), despite the common perception of CMC as especially rich in conflict and
impoliteness (Johnson et al., 2009:660; Alonzo and Aiken, 2004). Though multiple definitions of impoliteness have been
proposed (Culpeper, 2011:19--21; Bousfield and Locher, 2008:3), impoliteness is often described as face-aggravating,
confrontational, non-cooperative communicative behavior (Bousfield, 2008; Lakoff, 1989; Kienpointner, 1997, 2008) that
causes conflict and violates socially established interaction norms (Culpeper et al., 2003:1546; Beebe, 1995:159).

Impoliteness (like politeness) has most often been studied in dyadic, face-to-face conversations. Despite growing
interest in multi-participant conversations (Sacks, 1992; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004; Lorenzo-Dus and Garces-Conejos
Blitvich, 2011), expressions of (im)politeness in polylogues remain understudied. Yet, as Garcés-Conejos Blitvich
(2010:51) asserts, ‘‘polylogic. . . communication is prevalent in today’s society’’ -- especially in online environments, where
polylogues may involve thousands of participants. Polylogues are frequent in computer-mediated communities of
practice, especially in asynchronous environments such as newsgroups, forums, and blogs. As demonstrated by
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Lorenzo-Dus and Garces-Conejos Blitvich (2011), (im)politeness in CMC can be fruitfully studied in multi-participant
conversations, prompting the need for ‘‘further empirical research into both on-line polylogues and online impoliteness’’
(Lorenzo-Dus et al. 2011:2579).

Polylogic conversations and impoliteness prototypically combine in the flamewar, an extended online argument
involving disagreements and verbal hostility. A flamewar most often escalates from a single inciting comment, drawing
more and more participants into a conversation as it unfolds. When discussing such conversations, scholars most often
focus on individual instances of flaming, or impolite and hurtful messages that provoke hostility and incite argument
(Johnson et al., 2009:661; Markus, 1994; Alonzo and Aiken, 2004:206).1 While studying single instances of impoliteness
is important, focusing on individual flaming messages runs the danger of reducing complex, polylogic contexts to familiar
dyadic structures that do not fully reflect the dynamics of online conversations.

In this article, I consider online impoliteness within the polylogic context of a Russian-language flamewar that unfolded
within a loosely delimited community of Russian-language bloggers congregating on Livejournal.com. I will show that the
mechanics of the flamewar’s progression, the impoliteness strategies employed therein, and the processes of escalation
are highly recognizable to Russian-language bloggers, framing the flamewar as a relatively stable genre of social
engagement.

In examining the flamewar as a genre, I follow Garcés-Conejos Blitvich (2010), who argues for the genre approach to
studying (im)politeness. This approach encourages scholars to consider (im)politeness phenomena as they emerge and are
constituted in conversation within genres recognizable to participants. Adopting the genre approach, I show that
impoliteness within the context of a flamewar serves a specific sociability function. The flamewar allows Russian-language
bloggers to engage in community maintenance. Through multi-participant discussions of a controversial issue, the bloggers
build alliances, establish standing disagreements, and reaffirm their sense of belonging to a community. In the particular
instance under discussion, the flamewar also frames a negotiation of positions of authority and historical rights.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 (preliminary considerations) discusses face and (im)politeness
terminology used in the paper, presents the Russian-language Livejournal as an online community, situates the flamewar
within this community, and discusses specific CMC-related concerns such as anonymity and norming. Section 3 explores
the flamewar as a genre, while section 4 discusses the flamewar as a communal event that frames a discursive struggle
over positioning; section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Preliminary considerations

2.1. Face and impoliteness

In their seminal Politeness (1987), Brown and Levinson describe an individual’s social face (Goffman, 1967:5) as
consisting of positive face wants, i.e. the desire to be approved of by others, and negative face wants, or the desire to be
unimpeded in one’s actions.2 Culpeper (1996), adapting Brown and Levinson’s approach to the study of impoliteness,
argues for the existence of five impoliteness superstrategies: bald, off record impoliteness; positive impoliteness; negative
impoliteness; sarcasm, or mock politeness; and withholding politeness (1996). Similarly, Lachernicht (1980) proposes
four strategies: (1) bald on record impoliteness; (2) off-record impoliteness; (3) positive aggravation; and (4) negative
aggravation. Culpeper (2005) further develops his 1996 model by adding the ‘off-record impoliteness’ superstrategy and
suggesting that it can replace the 1996 strategy of ‘sarcasm, mock politeness’. Bousfield (2008), discussing the ways in
which impoliteness emerges and is developed in conversation, foregrounds the division between on-record and off-record
impoliteness; each of these superstrategies can in turn subsume other strategies, including positive and negative
impoliteness. While the distinction between off-record and on-record impoliteness is important, it is not always clear-cut in
the data (for discussion, see Lorenzo-Dus and Garces-Conejos Blitvich, 2011). In this paper, I pay close attention the
speakers’ judgments (i.e. first-order impoliteness) while relying on second-order, i.e. theoretical approaches to (im)
politeness (especially Culpeper’s 1996 and 2005 models, and Bousfield’s 2008 model), to analyze the data.

2.2. Data gathering and Livejournal.com

The data were collected from a single flamewar (hereafter ‘‘the Founding Fathers flamewar’’ or ‘‘FF flamewar’’) that
lasted for four days in May 2010. The flamewar unfolded in a Russian-American communal blog dedicated to
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1 The terms ‘flame’ and ‘flaming’ are used in literature to describe both a single message and a large-scale debate which breaks out in reaction
to a flaming message. I use flamewar to describe a large-scale debate, as opposed to a single flaming message.

2 For a critique of politeness theories see Eelen (2001).
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announcements of local events (hereafter ru_localevents). Ru_localevents is one of the many Russian-language blogs
hosted on Livejournal.com. Livejournal.com (hereafter LJ) is a social network which provides its users with a blogging
platform; it aggregates both individual and communal blogs. Within LJ, a communal blog (such as ru_localevents) is a blog
in which multiple persons can post entries; this contrasts with an individual blog, in which only the owner can post entries.
Each LJ user can post entries in his or her individual blog, and may choose to join and post entries in various communal
blogs. Users also have the opportunity to leave comments in both individual and communal blogs.

Livejournal.com is currently owned by SUP, a company physically situated in the Russian Federation. The data
collected for this project fall under fair use under both Russian and US copyright laws.3

2.3. The Founding Fathers flamewar

The Founding Fathers flamewar broke out after a post appeared in a Russian-American communal blog
ru_localevents. The entry, posted by user pmarin_a, advertised an upcoming academic conference on post-Soviet CMC;
it labeled the conference keynote speakers (long-time Russian-language bloggers AB and YZ) as the ‘‘founding fathers of
the Russian internet.’’ Over the course of four days, 421 comments to this entry were posted, and additional conversations
about the flamewar appeared in some of the participants’ individual blogs.4 Throughout these exchanges, some
participants defended AB and YZ’s right to be called ‘‘founding fathers,’’ while others contested this right. The participants
debated the meaning of the phrase ‘‘founding fathers,’’ and discussed the early history of Russian-language CMC and
Livejournal.com in particular. The flamewar attracted participants from Russia, Ukraine, Israel, the U.S., and other
countries. For this paper, all 421 comments have been analyzed. The complexity of multi-participant online discourse
makes formalization difficult, since communication is not necessarily sequential (for a discussion, see Marcoccia,
2004:2583). Due to the asynchronous nature of blogging, multiple ‘‘threads’’ can develop simultaneously within a single
conversation. Since users can add to developing threads at any time, the flamewar is displayed in a non-sequential
fashion -- so that comment 52, for example, is added much later than comment 53, but appears higher on the page. To
provide information about the flamewar’s structure, I have added line numbers to all comments as they appeared from top
to bottom of the post page at the time of the flamewar’s end. In addition, I provided timestamps for each comment.5 Chart1
shows the beginning of the FF flamewar and exemplifies the threaded structure of the debate:

Chart1: The Founding Fathers flamewar at its inception
1 nvlad . . ... [5/2/2012, 11:58PM]

2 pmarin_a . . ... [5/3/2012, 12:05AM]
3 stivki . . .. . . [5/3/2012, 12:32AM]

4 pmarin_a. . ... [5/3/2010. 1:27AM]
5 stivki . . .. . . [5/3/2012, 1:48AM]

(27 more responses in this thread)
53 nvlad55 . . .. [5/3/2010, 1:49PM]

54 marin_a . . ... [5/3/2010, 4:35PM]

2.4. Anonymity and the flamewar

Online anonymity is often cited as a contributing factor to the ubiquity of online impoliteness and flaming in particular.
However, the participants of the FF flamewar were not fully anonymous.

According to Hayne and Rice (1997), online anonymity falls under two categories: technical anonymity and social
anonymity. Technical anonymity is the lack of any identifying real-life information, such as a legal name or a photograph.
Technically anonymous users can construct online identities connected to a username, thus becoming uniquely
identifiable by other users. On the other hand, social anonymity ‘‘occurs when users . . . perceive others (and perhaps
even oneself) to be deindividuated or unidentifiable’’ (Hayne and Rice, 1997:432). A situation of technical anonymity is not
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3 The US copyright law allows for such use since the length and scope of examples is limited, the data is used for research purposes, and its use
is not likely to affect the market value of the texts cited (Liberman, 2000). The Russian Federation’s copyright law allows fair use of online texts for
‘‘scientific, scholarly, polemic, critical, and informational purposes from lawfully published works in volume justified by the citation’s goal’’ (Article
1274 in the Copyright Law of 2006).

4 With the exception of a single example, I draw my data from the original entry and its comments.
5 Note that the communal blog shows timestamps according to UTC time zone. This does not necessarily correspond to the commenters’ local

times, as they are posting from around the world and thus from different time zones.
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enough to ensure social anonymity, as CMC-users may attribute authorship to comments based on prior communication
history within the group (Hayne and Rice, 1997:430). In fact, in established online communities, participants are often
technically but not socially anonymous. They post under stable usernames which become associated with a history of
online presence and may carry reputations that can be endangered.

All participants in the Founding Fathers flamewar posted under stable usernames, and some even disclosed their legal
names. All names (including blog titles, the participants’ real names and LJ usernames) have been replaced with
pseudonyms in order to protect the participants’ privacy and comply with my university’s human subjects guidelines. For
this reason, the full URLs of the conversations are not cited in this article.

2.5. Russian LJ as an online community

It is unsurprising that a controversy over the origins of the ‘‘Russian internet’’ developed on LJ. Russian-language
bloggers have congregated on LJ since the early 2000s,6 and many prominent public Russian figures have an established
LJ presence. According to publically accessible statistics, 2,407,785 users are registered in the Russian Federation
alone.7 The number of LJ users blogging in Russian is even greater, since many post from Ukraine, the Baltic states, the
USA, Canada, Israel, and other countries.8 Russian speakers refer to this blogging community as Russkij Živoj Žurnal,
‘Russian Livejournal’, commonly shortened to ŽŽ or the affectionate diminutive žežeška ‘little ŽŽ.’ Yet, despite this felt
commonality, the exact nature of the Russian LJ community is not immediately apparent.

While studying CMC, scholars often highlight communication in online communities of practice (CofP), a term coined
by Lavé and Wenger (1991). A CofP is defined as ‘‘an aggregate of people who come together around mutual
engagement in an endeavor’’ (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 1992:464; for further discussions of the CofP framework see
Wenger, 1998; Holmes and Meyerhoff, 1999; Bucholtz, 1999; Graham, 2007). Though the CofP model has enjoyed
popularity in CMC research, Mills (2011) argues that scholars have focused on CofP to the exclusion of other types of
communities (Mills, 2011:75--76).

Some communities, however, like the Russian-language LJ, do not have an easily defined practice. Arguably, a
common language does not in itself constitute a practice, especially with over two million Russian speakers using the
platform. Due to their numbers, Russian-speaking users cannot all have mutual interests or endeavors. Yet, there is a felt
commonality.

In part, it lies in shared history. LJ emerged as a platform for Russian speakers in the early 2000s, when a few early
adopters -- journalists, academics, writers -- convinced others to join LJ and form a community of practice bound together
by common language, as well as by creativity and experimentation (Gorny, 2006). Though Russian LJ is no longer easily
definable as a CofP, its early history is important, especially as it touches on prominent early adopters who pioneered and
popularized the medium. However, common history in itself does not define a practice.

Within Russian-language LJ, flamewars contribute to sociability by allowing the users to engage in discursive struggles
over this felt, but not well-delimited community.

2.6. Community, flaming, and norm-negotiation in Russian LJ

Although many scholars of CMC describe flaming as antisocial, a number of studies indicate that flamewars may
contribute to communal sociability by promoting norm-negotiation within a particular group (Lea et al., 1992; Franco et al.,
1995; Graham, 2007). Norms can develop in computer-mediated communities over a period of time (Avgerinakou,
2003:275; Aakhus and Rumsey, 2010:67--68; Walther and Burgoon, 1992) and even, arguably, may be more salient in
CMC than in face-to-face communication (Lea et al., 1992:102; Postmes et al., 1998). Lea et al. (1992) and O’Sullivan and
Flanagin (2003) argue that flames disrupt existing norms, provoke discussion, and thus provide an opening to a process of
norm-negotiation that culminates in repair, i.e. (re)establishment of norms and return to non-disrupted communal
functioning. This process has been documented in case studies by Franco et al. (1995) and Graham (2007).

While insightful, these analyses cannot readily be applied to the FF flamewar and other Russian-language LJ
flamewars, simply because norms do not appear central to Russian-language LJ. Norms require a well-defined
community in which to emerge, as well as a possibility of enforcing them through established or emerging moderation
practices. Russian-language LJ is diffused over a large number of blogs; moderation practices within such a loosely
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6 Livejournal boasted many communal features, including a Friends List, from the service’s inception in 1999. According to Etling et al. (2010:3),
the communal aspect of the Livejournal platform is especially appealing to Russian-speakers: ‘‘unlike their counterparts in the U.S. and
elsewhere, Russian bloggers prefer platforms that combine features typical of blogs with features of social network services.’’

7 According to the Livejournal.com statistics page (http://www.livejournal.com/stats.bml) accessed on 10/5/2011.
8 Unfortunately, LJ statistics do not list usage by language.
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defined community are limited. Except in extreme cases (such as promoting pedophilia), the service provider (i.e.
Livejournal.com) does not police the content of individual and communal blogs. An owner of an individual blog can
moderate it and enforce certain norms within it, but these norms do not readily cross to other blogs. For example, a certain
blogger might insist on a policy limiting the use of swearwords on his or her private blog, but might employ swearwords
while participating in an argument happening elsewhere.

Moreover, the Founding Fathers flamewar takes place in a specific communal blog, ru_localevents, which is
designated for announcements only. LJ users read this blog in order to stay informed about local events, but as a rule
there is little or no interaction between its readers (e.g. in comments to individual announcements), and thus one can
hardly speak of established or emerging norms within this space. The flamewar was an exception within ru_localevents,
which returned to its announcement-only status once the flamewar died down.

As in this case, Russian-language LJ flamewars usually do not follow the trajectory of inception-negotiation-repair.9

They peter out rather than culminate in a conciliatory discussion. This does not preclude such arguments from having a
sociability function. In some cultures, engagement in arguments is central to social functioning (Blum-Kulka et al., 2002;
Kakava, 2002). Thus, Schiffrin (1984) shows how argument is used by Jewish-Americans as a sociability tool. Arguments
between family members do not move toward resolution; rather, the same arguments repeat over the years and serve to
maintain and nurture in-group identities. Arguments are an important sociability strategy for non-Jewish Russian speakers
as well. Many participants in a family or communal gathering expect and even welcome a ‘‘good argument’’ on political,
social, cultural topics as part of family and communal gatherings. Agreement is not the goal of such arguments.10

To summarize, a process of norming that results in repair does not seem central to the FF flamewar (and other
Russian-language flamewars on LJ). Nonetheless, the participants’ discourse is guided by certain expectations of
linguistic behavior. They rely on their own experience of communicating elsewhere on LJ, their knowledge of specific
Russian-language (im)politeness strategies, and their experience with the flamewar-as-genre while making judgments
and decisions as flamewar participants.

3. The flamewar as a genre

According to Garcés-Conejos Blitvich (2010), genre analysis can be fruitfully applied to the study of (im)politeness in
online and face-to-face contexts, since relational work is enacted within specific genres. According to Swales, a genre:

‘‘comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes.
These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the parent discourse community and thereby constitute
the rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and influences and
constrains choice of content and style.’’ (Swales, 1990:58)

Though genres may vary a fair amount in their predictability, they are recognizable as fairly stable ways of
communicating (Fairclough, 2003:28). The communicative events that comprise a genre unfold according to distinct
stages, or moves; these moves are in turn realized by specific rhetorical strategies, including specific (im)politeness
strategies (Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2010:52). Aggressive or impolite behavior can be sanctioned within certain genres,
such as academic criticism and news interviews (Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2010:62).

Within Russian-language LJ, the flamewar is a genre: flamewars are ubiquitous, predictable, and develop according to
highly recognizable scenarios. Impolite messages are sanctioned within flamewars. Though impoliteness is both
acceptable and expected, it can still threaten individual face. This tension affects both the interpretations of impoliteness
by the flamewar participants (first-order impoliteness) and second-order analysis.

In this section, I will discuss the data as they fall within the following flamewar stages, or moves: (1) inception and
clarification of intent; (2) employment of highly recognizable impoliteness strategies, (3) alliance-building through (dis)
affiliation, and (4) escalation patterns.
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9 To suggest that a trajectory culminating in repair is salient to all sociable arguments is to display a culture-specific bias, much akin to the bias
that caused researchers to focus on politeness while ignoring or downplaying the importance of impoliteness (c.f. Mills, 2009).
10 Numerous synonyms for ‘‘argument’’ attest to a centrality of this concept in Russian. Argument-related verbs and nouns distinguish between
positive and negative arguments: on one hand, spor ‘positive discussion, argument’ and posporit’ ‘to argue, hold a dispute (on things of academic,
political, cultural interest)’, on the other hand, ssora ‘[bad] argument’ and possorit’sya ‘to argue on private matters involving face-work, resulting in
disalignment and hurt feelings’; rugan’ and porugat’sya ‘like ssora, possorit’sya, only involving [a greater degree of] impoliteness’, and many
others. A positive argument can evolve into a negative one, and may even escalate to a srač ‘shitstorm, a [multi-participant] impolite argument for
the sake of argument.’ This word, often used by speakers to describe an online flamewar, is derived from the taboo word srat’ ‘to shit’, and is not as
a rule included in dictionaries due to its off-color nature. However, srači ‘flamewars’ are not necessarily perceived as negative, as attested by such
descriptors as xorošij srač ‘good shitstorm’ and ujutnyj srač ‘cozy shitstorm’ (the phrase ujutnyj srač can also be used to describe a cluttered but
comfortable space).
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3.1. Inception and clarification of intent

Certain features of CMC, have been argued to contribute to the relative frequency of impoliteness online, especially the
unavailability of social cues associated with physical presence, such as gesture, tone of voice, and facial expression,
which has been identified as contributing to deindividuation and the lowered awareness of communicative intent between
interlocutors (Sproull and Kiesler, 1991; Gurak, 2001). However, computer-mediated communities can develop non-
physical contextual cues (Avgerinakou, 2003:275; Aakhus and Rumsey, 2010:67--68; Walther and Burgoon, 1992).
Interlocutors may utilize CMC-specific and local community-specific strategies (such as smileys, acronyms, capitalized or
italicized writing) to express emotional reactions, compensating for the lack of physical cues. Even without these, an
interlocutor’s intent can be clarified in the course of interaction.

The inception of the FF flamewar illustrates how such a clarification process can compensate for the lack of physical cues
and clarify intent and face wants. The flamewar began shortly after user pmarin_a posted an entry to ru_localevents,
announcing an upcoming event. The entry was actually a verbatim re-posting (in English) from a website of a major American
university, where an academic conference on post-Soviet CMC was about to take place. The keynote address was open to
the public. The announcement referred to keynote speakers AB and YZ as ‘‘founding fathers of the Russian Internet.’’11

Founding Fathers flamewar opens with a comment on this entry from nvlad55. It reads:

1 nvlad55 >two founding fathers
What exactly did they do? [05/02/2010, 11:58PM]

This comment does not constitute a classic instance of flaming, i.e. on-record impoliteness through such strategies as
swearing and taboo language (Johnson et al., 2009:661). Nvlad55’s comment could be interpreted as either a neutral
request for information, or as a statement of disalignment and criticism. Pmarin_a chooses the former interpretation and
explains YZ’s early involvement in the Russian blogging scene. However, she seems aware that nvlad55’s comment may
signal disalignment, since in order to protect her face, she distances herself from the content of the utterance (‘ja etu
informaciu skopirovala. . . ‘I copied this information’):

2 pmarin_a Pro AB ne znaju, ja etu informaciju skopirovala
about AB NEG know.1SG I this information copied.1PAST.FEM
s sajta [....] universiteta. A YZ byl odn-im
from site.GEN university.GEN But YZ was one-INSTR.INSTR
iz perv-yx russkojazyčn-yx žž-pol’zovatelej
from first-GEN.PL Russian.speaking-GEN.PL Livejournal-users
‘I don’t know about AB, I copied this information from the [...] university website. However,
YZ was one of the first Russian-speaking LiveJournal users.’ [05/03/2010, 12:05AM]

Pmarin_a’s comment in 2 receives a response from user stivki, who explains that the phrase ‘‘founding fathers of the
Russian internet’’ seems strange to her. Responses to stivki develop into a thread of conversation that involves 9 users
posting 51 comments in the course of four days, mostly focusing on the early history of the Russian Internet. Nvlad55 does
not participate in this thread (cf. Chart1).

Nvlad55’s next posted comment is 53, a direct response to pmarin_a in 2. It clarifies his face-threatening intent and
reiterates his disalignment with the phrasing. Nvlad55’s unequivocal expression of disalignment in 53 also reframes his
comment in 1 as unequivocally a disalignment, underscoring pmarin_a’s failure to interpret it correctly:

53 nvlad55 I eto nazyvaet-sja founding fathers?
and this called-REFL founding fathers
‘And this is called founding fathers?’ [5/3/2010, 01:49PM]
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11 The original English-language advertisement had ‘‘founding fathers’’ rather than ‘‘the founding fathers.’’ After nvlad55 first contacted the
university contesting the phrasing, he received a response from one of the conference organizers, which he quoted in full in the flamewar. The
response indicated that ‘‘founding fathers’’ (as opposed to ‘‘the founding fathers’’) does not claim uniqueness; while AB and YZ are founding
fathers of the Russian Internet, there might be other founding fathers. According to the organizer’s response, since Russian does not have a
definite article, nvlad55 has misunderstood the English of the advertisement. This response was considered by nvlad55 and his allies to be
mocking. Even if nvlad55 and allies were to accept the difference between ‘‘founding fathers’’ and ‘‘the founding fathers,’’ the key question would
remain exactly the same; the disalignment is not about the uniqueness of AB and YZ, but rather about their status as founding fathers, and their
rights to authoritative discourse about the Russian Internet.
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54 pmarin_a Prekrati-te, požalujsta, trollit’.
stop-2PL.INF please troll.INF
‘Please stop trolling.’ [5/3/2010, 4:35PM]

In 54, pmarin_a responds to nvlad55’s face threatening rhetorical question by identifying his verbal behavior as
‘trolling’, i.e. posting inflammatory and/or off-topic messages (cf. Hardaker, 2010). Continuing 54, pmarin_a asserts that
nvlad55’s disagreement with the phrasing came through loud and clear (vašu točku zrenija vse uže ponjali ‘everybody
already understood your.2PL point of view’). Nvlad55 responds in the following fashion:

55 nvlad55 Esli ponjali, to izmeni-te tekst i perestan’-te nazyvat’
if understood.PL then change-2PL.IMP text and stop-2PL call.IMPF.INF
dv-ux samozvancev ‘‘otcami osnovateljami’’.
two-ACC.PL impostor-ACC.PL fathers.INSTR.PL founders.INSTR.PL
‘If [you] understood, then change the text and stop calling two impostors ‘‘founding fathers.’’’
[5/3/2010, 10:54PM]

Nvlad55’s response threatens pmarin_a’s face in a number of ways. First, nvlad55 threatens her negative face wants
by demanding (using the imperative) that pmarin_a change the wording of the original advertisement, ignoring her earlier
assertion in 2 that she is not responsible for its content.12 Moreover, nvlad55 refers to AB and YZ as samozvancy
‘impostors,’ which together with the ironic quotation marks around the contested term ‘founding fathers,’ further escalates
his disalignment. The morphology of samo-zvanec, literally ‘self-called,’ implies that nvlad55 holds not only pmarin_a, but
also AB and YZ responsible for the term.

Pmarin_a responds in 56, reiterating her lack of responsibility for the term:

56 pmarin_a Požalujsta, piši-te vse žaloby na sajt [...] universiteta, s
please write-2PL.IMP all complaints to site university, from
kotorogo ja skopirovala etu informaciju. Mož-ete ešče v Sportloto.
which I copied.PF this information. Can-2PL.PRES also to Sport-lottery
‘Please, address all complaints to the website of [...] University, from which I copied this
information. You may also (write) to the Sport Lottery.’ [5/3/2010, 11:07PM]

The beginning of pmarin_a’s response in 56 is not overtly face-threatening; she hedges the imperative of pišite ‘write’
with požalujsta ‘please’, which may be interpreted in Russian as polite or neutral (cf. Wierzbicka, 1985 on direct/indirect
requesting in Slavic). However, the beginning of pmarin_a’s comment might also be interpreted as off-record
impoliteness (irony/sarcasm), since the collocation piši-te žaloby ‘write.2PL complaints. . .’ may allude to written
complaints to authorities, a Soviet-era custom which was negatively regarded and ridiculed by the intelligentsia.
Pmarin_a’s comment certainly ends in sarcasm, reinforcing the ironic/Soviet reading of piši-te žaloby ‘write.2PL
complaints. . .’ by suggesting that nvlad55 should also complain to the Sport Lottery, a Soviet-era institution, which is,
moreover, obviously irrelevant to the discussion at hand. Pmarin_a thus implies that nvlad55’s complaint to the
university is pointless.

The inception of the FF flamewar demonstrates that a flamewar does not necessarily start with on-record
impoliteness, i.e. a classic instance of ‘flaming’. A flamewar may begin with off-record impoliteness which may be hard to
interpret correctly due to lacking contextual cues. In a face-to-face conversation, nvlad55’s negative attitude in 1 might
have been apparent to pmarin_a through facial expression, tone, or gesture. However, users can compensate for the
lack of social cues: pmarin_a’s response in 2 is followed by nvlad55’s clarification of his disalignment in 53. These
comments establish the two sides in this debate: nvlad55 expresses strong disagreement with the phrasing, which he
perceives as erroneous and self-aggrandizing; he holds pmarin_a responsible for it, and by extension AB and YZ
themselves; pmarin_a denies responsibility for the phrasing and views nvlad55’s stance as ridiculous.

Though lack of physical cues might have accounted for some initial misunderstanding of the interlocutors’ intent and
face wants, the debate expands (attracting multiple additional discussants) as intent becomes explicitly established;
comments 3--52 include additional opinions by users who affiliate with either nvlad55 or pmarin_a.
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3.2. Recognizable impoliteness strategies

Impoliteness strategies that recur within the flamewar include name-calling, usage of inappropriate identity markers,
snubbing, excluding the other from activity, and sarcasm/mock politeness (for further discussion of these strategies, see
Culpeper, 1996, 2005). In addition, some specific positive impoliteness strategies are highly recognizable to participants
as features of flamewar-as-genre: these include the grammar argument (critiquing the interlocutor’s grammar and spelling
instead of addressing the content of the interlocutor’s message); the tone argument (critiquing the emotional framing of the
message rather than its content); and bigoted remarks, especially anti-Semitic remarks.

3.2.1. Sarcasm and mock politeness
Irony and sarcasm are especially prominent in my dataset. This strategy is illustrated in comment 223 by user tolik576,

who responds to nvlad55’s report that he wrote an email to the university management asking that the wording of the
advertisement be amended and the expression ‘‘founding fathers’’ removed:

61 nvlad55 Niže prilagaetsja kopija pis’m-a, napravlennogo rukuvodstvu
lower attached copy letter-GEN addressed directorship
‘Below a copy of the message sent to the directorship...’ [5/3/2010, 11:15PM]

223 tolik576 Vy, Vlad, bol’šogo uma čelovek, kak vidno
you.PL Vlad big.GEN.SG mind.GEN.SG person as visible
‘You, Vlad, are clearly a person of great intellect.’ [5/4/2010, 04:08AM]

Irony and sarcasm often appear alongside other types of impoliteness within a single comment.

3.2.2. Positive impoliteness strategies
Within the FF flamewar, frequently recurring positive impoliteness strategies include Culpeper’s (1996) ‘call the other

names’, ‘use inappropriate identity markers’, and ‘exclude the other from activity’. ‘Call the other names’ is illustrated in
comment 200, in which nvlad55 accuses pmarin_a of impoliteness:

200 nvlad55 A vy i vprjam’ xamlo
and you.NOM.PL EMPH indeed rude.boor.NEUTR
‘And you are indeed a rude boor.’ [5/5/2010, 2:32AM]

The positive impoliteness strategy of ‘use inappropriate identity markers’ (Culpeper, 1996) is most often employed
through pronominal reference. According to Mühlhäusler and Harré, speakers can use pronominal reference to signal
inclusion/exclusion, condescension, solidarity, and other social attitudes (Mühlhäusler and Harré, 1990:122--123). In
Russian, vy ‘you.2PL’ is appropriately used between adult strangers and acquaintances, as well as when addressing
social superiors; ty ‘you.2SG’ is appropriately used between children and adolescents, between college students, by an
adult addressing a child or an adolescent, or between friends. It is considered rude to switch from vy to ty without mutual
agreement. Inappropriate pronominal reference can be used to threaten face by emphasizing an existing power
differential; when employed to threaten an interlocutor equal in social status, this usage of ty alludes to power
imbalance by implying childishness, ignorance, or a subordinate status of the interlocutor; an uninvited usage of ty can
also allude to the gender-related power imbalance when a man addresses a woman in this way (Zemskaja, 1997;
Xolodovič, 1979:70).

‘Use inappropriate identity markers’ is illustrated in comment 40. Govorm is acting in a condescending manner toward
pmarin_a when he uses not only the inappropriately familiar pronoun ty, but also a diminutive version of pmarin_a’s first
name, Marinočka -- a form of address that would have been appropriate between childhood friends, lovers, or relatives,
but is face-threatening between strangers in the face-aggravating context of an online debate:

40 govorm Marinočka, počemu ty rešila, čto pretenzii
Marinočka why you.SG decided that rebukes
vy-skazyvali-s’ tebe?
out-said-REFL you.SG.DAT
‘Marinočka, why did you decide that rebukes were being addressed to you?’ [5/4/2010, 6:41AM]

In response pmarin_a rebukes govorm, emphasizing the inappropriateness of an uninvited ty. She further mocks govorm
by calling him a ‘Normal Person of the Internet,’ referencing comments he made elsewhere in the flamewar. Pmarin_a uses
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vy ‘you.2PL’throughout, but is not necessarily being polite. Combined with her mocking reference to govorm as a ‘‘Normal
Person of the Internet,’’ pmarin_a’s usage of vy in this context may be interpreted as mock politeness:

41 pmarin_a Prosti-te, vy kak Normalnyj Čelovek interneta uže
excuse.IMP-PL you.PL.NOM as normal person internet-GEN already
pere-šli so mnoj na ty v odno-storonnem porjadke?
over-walk with me.INST onto you.SG in single-sided order
‘Excuse me, you as a ‘normal person of the internet’ already switched to ty with me without
an invitation?’

She continues by again reiterating her lack of responsibility over the content of the original advertisement:

pmarin_a Ja neskol’ko raz predložila vam vyskazyvat’ pretenzii
I several times suggested you.PL.DAT express reproaches
neposredstvenno avtoram ob’javlenija [...] odnako
directly authors.PL.DAT announcement however
[. . .] besedovat’ vy predpočli imenno so mnoj
converse you.PL preferred exactly with me.INSTR
‘I have suggested several times that you complain directly to the authors of the announcement [. . .]
However, [. . .] you preferred to converse with me in particular.’

In response, govorm not only switches from ty to vy, but also capitalizes it. Capitalization of Vy is used to signal respect in
formal correspondence, but in this context it should be interpreted as mock politeness, as neither formality nor respect are
present:

42 govorm S Vami nikto ne beseduet i nikto
with you.INSTR.PL nobody NEG converse and nobody
lično Vam pretenzii ne vyskazyvaet
personally you.DAT.PL reproaches NEG expresses
‘No one is talking to you and no one is rebuking you personally.’

In addition to mock politeness, govorm employs Culpeper’s (1996) positive impoliteness strategy ‘exclude the other from
an activity’ when he asserts that s vami nikto ne beseduet ‘nobody is talking to you’, symbolically excluding pmarin_a from the
conversation and denying her participation rights while continuing to address her. Throughout the flamewar, the interlocutors
use a variety of such exclusionary strategies to disassociate from their interlocutor(s) and deny them participation rights.

3.2.3. Impoliteness strategies recognized as specific to flamewars
Certain impoliteness strategies (usually attacking the interlocutor’s positive face) are recognized by the participants as

characteristic of flamewar-as-genre. Thus, pmarin_a responds to govorm’s comment in 42 in the following fashion:

43 pmarin_a Čë-to u vas s padežami kak-to ne
what-EMPH by you.PL.GEN with cases how-EMPH NEG

očen’. Po-moemu vam tože nužn-y uroki grammatik-i.
very according-mine to.you also need-PL lessons grammar.GEN

‘Something about your cases is not very (good). In my opinion, you also need grammar lessons.’
[5/4/2010. 7:50PM]

Govorm responds by identifying 43 as the ‘grammar argument.’ His assertion that the grammar argument is a familiar
feature of flamewar-as-genre (‘a classic of the genre’) implies previous personal experience with flamewars:

44 govorm Klassika žanra. kogda končaјut-sja argumenty
classic genre.GEN.SG when end-REFL logical.arguments
načinajet-sja grammatika.
begins-REFL grammar
‘A classic of the genre. When the logical arguments end, the grammar (arguments) begin.’
[5/4/2010, 7:53PM]
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Another highly recognizable rhetoric strategy is bigoted (usually anti-Semitic) statements, which attack the
interlocutor’s positive face by implying his/her membership in a marginalized and stigmatized group. In 97, pmarin_a
recognizes this strategy as part of the ‘‘predictable scenario’’ of flamewar-as-genre:

96 roman965 Klassičeskaja evrejskaja otmazka. 100%
classic Jewish cop-out 100%
‘A classic Jewish cop-out, all the way.’ [5/5/2010, 5:39AM]

97 pmarin_a Vsë razvivajet-sja po predskazuemomu scenariju
everything develops-REFL according.to predictable scenario
‘Everything is developing according to a predictable scenario.’ [5/5/2010, 5:49AM]

The appearance of anti-Semitic remarks is expected, and not just by pmarin_a. When AB, one of the designated
founding fathers, writes in his personal blog about the flamewar, YZ responds with the following:

YZ Tam, kstati, do židov dopisalis’ vse-taki. Včera eščë ne bylo židov, a teper’ uže est’.
‘There, by the way, [they] wrote about ‘dirty Jews’. Yesterday the dirty Jews weren’t there [i.e. weren’t mentioned],
and now [they] already are there.’

A flamewar is a frequently recurring social event, and in the course of blogging, LJ users are exposed to multiple
flamewars and learn to recognize specific moves and impoliteness strategies characteristic of this genre. Pointing out
expected rhetorical strategies as they occur showcases the participants’ familiarity with flamewar-as-genre; the
participants’ awareness of their participation in a genre, and their knowledge of genre norms and recurring strategies,
influences their interpretation of utterances.

3.3. Alliance-building through ‘ignore, snub the other’

Establishing coalitions between individuals is a feature of polylogues in both face-to-face and CMC contexts (Bruxelles
and Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004). Though alliances can be established in a variety of ways, one strategy stands out in the
dataset: the use of ‘ignore, snub the other’ to affiliate with some participants while at the same time disaffiliating from others.

In the following exchange between four participants, govorm and nvlad55 employ the third person pronoun ona ‘she’ to
refer to pmarin_a, who comments second and is thus present in the conversation. By referring to pmarin_a in third person,
govorm and nvlad55, symbolically exclude her from the conversation. In the same discussion thread, zilvah employs an
identical strategy to ignore and snub nvlad55.

The exchange begins when nvlad55 reports having sent an email to the university president; this is his second email to
the university, now addressed to a higher authority than the email in comment 61. Nvlad55 quotes the contents of the
email (omitted here), in which he requests that the phrase ‘‘founding fathers’’ be removed from the advertisement:

198 nvlad55 Ja poslal pis’mo sledujuščego soderžanija: ‘DearPresident[. . .]’
I sent letter following content Dear President
‘I sent a letter with the following contents: ‘‘Dear [University] President [. . .]’’’ [5/5/2010, 1:52AM]

Pmarin_a replies with a face-threatening suggestion that nvlad55 must be mentally ill to send such an email:

199 pmarin_a Slušaj-te, a vy i vprjam’ nezdorovy. Nu i dela
listen-IMP.PL and you.pl and.EMPH indeed unhealthy, EMPH and works
‘Listen, you are indeed unhealthy. A fine state of affairs. . .’ [5/5/2010, 2:20AM]

Nvlad55 responds, mimicking pmarin_a’s construction a vy i vpriam’ ‘you are indeed a. . .’, culminating name-calling:

200 nvlad55 A vy i vprjam’ xamlo
and you.PL and.EMPH indeed rude boor
‘And you are indeed a rude boor.’ [5/5/2010, 2:32AM]

Govorm replies to nvlad55’s comment with the following:

201 govorm Samoe grustnoe to, čto ona etogo daže ne ponimaet
most sad that what she this-GEN. even NEG understands
‘The saddest thing is that she doesn’t even understand this.’ [05/05/2010, 04:16AM]
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By snubbing pmarin_a, govorm affiliates with nvlad55. This affiliation is reinforced when nvlad55 quotes govorm’s
attack and replies with a parallel construction, again snubbing pmarin_a by referring to her with the third person singular
pronoun (dlja nee ‘for her’):

202 nvlad55 >Samoe grustnoe to, čto ona etogo daže ne ponimaet
most sad that what she this-GEN. even NEG understands
Dlja nee eto ščast’je.
for her this happiness
‘>The saddest thing is the fact that she doesn’t even understand this. For her, this is happiness.’
[5/5/2012, 4:38AM]

Meanwhile, zilvah replies to pmarin_a’s comment (199) by affiliating with pmarin_a while snubbing nvlad55:

203 zilvah Ne mešaj, u čeloveka missija: on razoblačajet
NEG disturb.2SG.IMP at person.GEN mission he exposes
‘Don’t interfere, this person has a mission: he’s exposing.’

By razoblačajet ‘exposes’, zilvah refers to the generally despised Soviet-era practice of publically denouncing
suspected foreign spies and ‘enemies of the people’ by writing complaints to the authorities.

In this exchange, ‘ignore, snub the other’ strategy was employed to disaffiliate from one flamewar participant while at
the same time affiliating with another. By employing this strategy, the participants are non-cooperative and impolite toward
the persons snubbed while signaling cooperation with the persons whose positions are supported. Multiple other
examples of this strategy can be found throughout the flamewar.

This (dis)affiliative strategy is not unique to the FF flamewar, or to Russian-language data. Bosson et al. (2006:135)
show that ‘‘sharing a negative---as compared to a positive---attitude about a third party is particularly effective in promoting
closeness between people.’’ Alliances can be fostered through negativity, opposition, or snubbing of a third party.
Culpeper’s (1996) discussion of ‘ignore, snub the other’ strategy includes an example of such an affiliating/disaffiliating
mechanism in a polylogue. Two sergeants are verbally abusing a private, whom they address in the second person
throughout the discourse. In one exception, the sergeants talk about the private in the third person (‘‘I think she’s nutso’’),
thus using ‘ignore, snub the other’ (Culpeper, 1996:363). Similarly, Heinemann (2009) discusses the case of an elderly
care recipient being offended when two caregivers refer to her in the third person in her presence; however, the care
recipient’s concern is dismissed by the caregivers (Heinemann, 2009:2411). According to Heinemann, by snubbing the
care recipient, the caregivers affiliate with one another while denying the elderly lady participation rights. She is not a
ratified participant in the conversation. Similarly, Perelmutter (2010) shows how a group of Russian-speaking women
complaining online affiliate with each other through snubbing and other impoliteness strategies directed toward their non-
present mothers-in-law.

While two or more people can form alliances through snubbing or insulting a third party during a face-to-face interaction,
this strategy is especially salient for online conflict. There are a number of reasons for this. First, the online medium allows
conflict between more people than would normally be physically possible in a face-to-face interaction. In an online conflict, all
participants can attend to all messages, which in face-to-face interactions would be difficult. In addition, computer-mediated
conflicts are recorded in writing and so can have continued visibility and accessibility; unlike in a face-to-face conflict,
comments can be responded to days after they were made. Also, as flamewars may continue for days, new participants in the
conflict can join and react to comments made days before they had even heard the conflict had begun. Arguably, the
opportunity to support and affiliate with allies is one of the factors that entice participants to join a flamewar.

3.4. Escalating impoliteness

Escalation emerges as an integral component of flamewar-as-genre. As the flamewar progresses, participants
escalate from less face-threatening to more face-threatening expressions. In the FF flamewar, common escalation
strategies include:

(1) escalating from no impoliteness to off-record impoliteness, usually from neutrality to sarcasm (e.g. in comment 56).
(2) switching to inappropriate identity markers, usually from vy ‘you.PL’ to ty ‘you.SG’
(3) escalating from neutral or off-record impoliteness to on-record impoliteness;
(4) escalating from on-record impoliteness to more severe on-record impoliteness, usually from name-calling to taboo

lexicon.
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Strategies 2--4 appear in the following exchange between govorm and a popular long-time LJ blogger and technology
guru shabad. Shabad enters the debate in comment 275. He weighs in on the topic of Russian speakers’ presence in early
cyberspace, in particular while reacting to govorm’s comments about Fidonet, a worldwide computer network popular in
the early 1990s:

275 shabad Vy xot’ zna-ete, čto takoe internet i
you.PL.NOM at-least know-2PL.PRES what such internet and
čem on otličaet-sja ot fidoneta, unylyj troll’
what.INSTR it differs-REFL from Fidonet dismal troll?
‘Do you even know what the internet is and how it differs from Fidonet, you dismal troll?’
[5/5/2010, 4:09PM]

Shabad’s comment in 275 begins in a seemingly neutral fashion, with 2PL pronominal reference, although
condescension may be present with the inclusion of xot’ ‘at least’ in ‘do you at least know’, implying that shabad both
deems this knowledge necessary and doubts that govorm has it. The comment unexpectedly ends in name-calling
(‘dismal troll’). Ending a seemingly polite message in a veiled or open insult is frequent in Russian-language insults (cf.
pmarin_a ending her message in sarcasm in comment 56). Govorm’s response mirrors this rhetorical strategy by adding
‘clown’ to the end of his message:

276 govorm Eto ritoričeskij vopros, kloun?
this rhetorical question clown
‘Is this a rhetorical question, clown?’ [5/5/2010, 5:06PM]

Shabad escalates in 277 by repeating the previous name-calling and introducing impersonalization: ‘[one] shouldn’t
ask you a real question’ (cf. Perelmutter, 2010 for discussion of such strategies in face-threatening discourse):

277 shabad Nu, ne zadavat’ že vam nastojaščij vopros,
well NEG ask.IMPF.INF EMP you.PL.DAT real question
vy že unylyj troll’. S vas i ritoričeskogo xvatit.
you.PL EMPH dismal troll From you.PL and.EMPH rhetorical suffice.PF
‘Well, [one] shouldn’t ask you a real question, since you’re a dismal troll. A rhetorical one will
suffice for you.’ [5/5/2010, 5:16PM]

Shabad’s 277 comment is more condescending than his comment in 275: he insults govorm’s intelligence by claiming
he would be unable to answer a real question. However, shabad still preserves the vy ‘you.2PL’ reference.

Govorm further escalates by mirroring shabad’s insult of ‘troll’, and introducing 2SG reference:

278 govorm Tolst-o troll-iš’.
fat-ADV troll-2SG.PRES
‘You are trolling something fierce.’ [5/5/2010, 5:19PM]

Shabad escalates again, introducing new insults that continue to emphasize govorm’s projected ignorance. Shabad
also switches to ty ‘you.2SG’ and ends his message with mockery:

279 shabad Idiot, raznicu meždu fidonetom i internetom zna-eš’ ili net?
idiot difference between Fidonet and internet know-2PL or not
Neuč bessmyslennyj. Znatok Fidošnyx Adresov (tm).
ignoramus senseless expert Fidonet addresses
‘Idiot, the difference between Fidonet and the internet: do you know it or not? You mindless
ignoramus. Expert on Fidonet AddressesTM.’ [5/5/2010, 5:22PM]

Two more comments follow before govorm escalates again, using a formulaic taboo insult followed by a repetition of his
earlier name-calling, ‘clown’:
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282 govorm Pašel na-xuj, kloun.
go.sg.past.pf to-penis, clown
‘Fuck off, clown.’ [5/5/2010, 5:28PM]

Specific escalation strategies vary between participants. Participants differ as to specific pragmatic strategies
employed at the time of joining the discussion. Some participants enter the conversation with neutral messages, such
as pmarin_a in comment 2; late arrivals may enter the debate by making face-attacking statements, like shabad in
275. Similarly, each participant has an individual preference for escalation. While impoliteness is expected in
flamewars, participants vary as to what types of impoliteness they are willing to employ. Most participants use irony
and sarcasm. The prevalence of irony and sarcasm in arguments hearkens back to Soviet times, when the ability to
covertly mock the regime was praised among the intelligentsia; in addition, one can easily deny the face-attacking
intent of an ironic message. Some participants, such as govorm, escalate the conflict by switching from vy ‘you.2PL’ to
ty ‘you.2SG’; others never make that switch. Some are comfortable with escalating to name-calling, while many
participants never do so. Only a few participants escalate to taboo lexicon, and such lexicon may be viewed as
inappropriate.13

In this section, I discussed how specific impoliteness strategies and escalation patterns are recognizable, expected,
and to a degree ritualized. Flamewar-as-genre frames the argument, but impoliteness itself has little effect on the content
of the conversation: despite its presence in many comments, the participants continued to debate, bringing many lesser-
known facts about the early history of Russian-language online presence. The flamewar died out only after the announced
conference and talk took place.

4. The flamewar as a communal event

In the preceding discussion, I suggested that the FF flamewar is a communal event in which the conventions of
flamewar-as-genre frame a discussion of facts about communal history. The notion of communal history is in itself
problematic; as discussed above, the Russian-language LJ cannot be defined as a classic CofP due to an absence of a
clearly defined practice. Although common history of the Russian LJ-blogging community may not constitute a practice, it
contributes to the feeling of communal cohesion. While discussing this history, the participants of the FF flamewar engage
in a discursive struggle over positioning, specifically rights to authoritative discourse.

According to Harré and Slocum (2003), the speaker’s utterances are not taken at face value. Interpretation is based on
what the interlocutors believe that the speaker is entitled to say or do. Such entitlements are called positions. Positions
may be disputed on the spot during a conversation; conflict situations in discourse often involve struggles over positioning.

Story lines go with positions, and there is often a historical aspect to such story lines. Thus, Harré and Slocum discuss a
‘‘town-and-gown’’ conflict that arose between Georgetown University (GU) and the larger Georgetown community. When
GU decided to increase enrollments, the Georgetown community protested the proposed influx of students that could
affect residential neighborhoods. One of the GU’s story lines involved historical rights: ‘‘GU and its students was in
Georgetown first; the community grew up around them, and not vice versa’’ (Harré and Slocum, 2003:115). Thus, by
claiming a position of greater authority due to this historical context, GU asserted its right to recruit more students.

From the perspective of positioning theory, the argument at the core of the FF flamewar focuses on historical rights to
authoritative discourse about the Russian-language LJ community. AB and YZ received an invitation from a prominent
American university to give a keynote address about Russian-language CMC; they had been among the first Russian-
language LJ bloggers. Over the years, AB became less active and less widely known, while YZ continued to be popular,
even though his popularity also waned. While few of the users disputed YZ’s importance in the context of the early
Russian-language LJ, the authoritative positioning of both bloggers had been disputed on two main axes: historical rights
(‘were AB and YZ really founding fathers, and what would being a founding father entail?’) and current relevance (many of
the debaters had never heard of AB, a few had never heard of YZ, yet others claimed that both were no longer influential or
relevant). Many speakers were strongly opposed to AB and YZ’s right to represent the Russian LJ blogging to the
American audience; nvlad55 specifically engaged in a debate with the university’s authorities in an attempt to prevent AB
and YZ from exercising rights to what he felt was an unwarranted authoritative positioning. The debate died down after AB
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and YZ’s keynote address, as the question of positioning and the exercise of authority that went with the ‘‘founding father’’
position ceased to be relevant.

The flamewar itself then was a social episode in which the participants discussed authority and historical rights. Much
of the conversation revolved around the early days of Russian-language CMC, with reminiscences and facts about
important personages, developments in technology, and platforms that predated LJ and even the Internet. In its early
days, the Russian-language LJ constituted a community of practice uniting a small group of like-minded Russian-
language bloggers. With the growth of Russian-language LJ, however, the sense of community became diffuse. The
flamewar allowed the participants to discuss historical commonalities, debate positioning and rights, and in general
engage in a social event that renewed their engagement in the practice of Russian-language LJ blogging, thus
strengthening the sense of community.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, I adopted Garcés-Conejos Blitvich’s (2010) genre approach to explore the role impoliteness serves within
a specific, recognizable genre of online engagement -- the flamewar. I discussed how a specific Russian-language event,
the Founding Fathers flamewar, contributed to communal sociability both on the micro level, by building alliances through
the face-threatening ‘snub the other’ strategy, and on the macro level, by renewing the sense of community in a diffuse
group. Tough individual comments were often framed as impolite and face-threatening, impoliteness did not prevent the
participants from continuing the debate. Within the flamewar, impoliteness was ratified on the group level, even if specific
instances of impoliteness threatened the participating individuals’ face wants.

The flamewar’s progression and development thus highlights the necessity discussing both individual and social face
in multi-participant environments. Haugh (2007) suggests that face can be associated with groups and social networks as
well as with individuals; Garcés-Conejos Blitvich (2010:59) considers face as either individual or social, dynamically
negotiated between individuals or groups in interaction. In multi-participant environments, social identities and social face
wants are prominent; (im)politeness, in addition to maintaining or threatening individual face, can promote or threaten the
participants’ sense of belonging to specific social groups.

Social face is salient to polylogic online communication. Lorenzo-Dus et al. (2011:2581) suggest that

‘‘. . .participants’ identities in deindividuated, on-line contexts are mostly constructed in terms of their belonging to
one or more social categories or groups. It is therefore generally the case that face threat in such contexts is not
addressed directly to participants themselves but to the group/s in relation to which participants’ social, on-line
identities are constructed.’’

While I agree with Lorenzo-Dus and Garces-Conejos Blitvich (2011) that social face is crucial in polylogic online
environments, their suggestion that the participants’ deindividuation contributes to the focus on social, rather than
individual, face wants does not bear out in my data. Certain features of CMC, such as lack of contextual social cues and
anonymity, have been argued to contribute to the relative frequency of online conflict. However, in the FF flamewar and
the Russian LJ in general, users are not fully (i.e. socially) anonymous since they identify by stable usernames, and some
users choose to disclose their real-life identities. In addition, users can compensate for the lack of social cues, e.g. through
a process of clarification demonstrated in (section 3.1).

Though not necessarily connected to deindividuation, group face is important in CMC, if only because large numbers of
people can congregate in specific online locations and engage in multi-participant discussions where all users can attend
to all messages. Within large polylogues such as the flamewar, participants not only contribute as individuals but also
seek to align with certain people or groups of people, i.e. to align with group face concerns. The importance of group face
in turn promotes the emergence of one type of impoliteness -- cooperative impoliteness.

Though Kienpointner defines impoliteness as ‘‘prototypically non-cooperative’’ (Kienpointner, 2008:245; see also
Lakoff, 1989; Kienpointner, 1997), cooperative impoliteness often occurs in contexts where group interests rather than
personal interests are emphasized, thus further foregrounding the tension between individual and social face wants.
Thus, Kienpointner (1997) discusses strategic rudeness, employed in institutional contexts when the speaker puts
achieving the institution’s goals above considerations of the interlocutor’s face. Similarly, Culpeper (2011:225--233)
shows how coercive impoliteness is used by a representative of a dominant group/institution against a person of lesser
social power (in this case a police officer insulting a taxi driver) to maintain the dominance of certain groups within society
and reaffirm dominant societal values and norms.

Flaming has been discussed by some scholars as potentially cooperative in that it can contribute to one sociability goal,
that of norm-negotiation. However, the FF flamewar does not contribute to norm-negotiation due to the impossibility of
enforcing norms within the diffuse community of Russian-language LJ bloggers. The impossibility of enforcing norms
points at a lack of an established power structure within Russian LJ as a community. Although certain bloggers are
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popular and/or have been blogging for a long time, no individuals or institutional structures are imbued with the power to
enforce norms throughout Russian-language LJ. In addition, the FF flamewar does not follow the trajectory of inception-
negotiation-repair outlined for the norm-negotiating processes, e.g. by Franco et al. (1995) and Graham (2007); the
flamewar simply dies down after the keynote address by the two ‘founding fathers’ is over, i.e. after the topic of the debate
is no longer relevant.

Even though cooperative impoliteness within the FF flamewar is not institutional, and does not contribute to norming, it
nevertheless has a sociability function, and contributes strongly to group face. The contribution to group face has to do
with the emergence of alliances in interaction, rather than with pre-existing institutions and power structures. Further,
cooperative impoliteness is ratified within a specific recognizable genre. By using impoliteness, the participants not only
build alliances, but they also contribute to the development and progression of a communal event, the flamewar.

The flamewar-as-genre, with its recognizable moves and ratified impoliteness, provides the participants with a structure
that they can fill with any content involving conflict, be it norms or otherwise. In the FF flamewar specifically, the participants
debated positions and discursive authority within a community with a strong sense of shared history, but a weak sense of
common practice. Through their participation in the flamewar, the participants formed and reaffirmed alliances, reminded
each other of communal history, and reinforced each other’s sense of belonging to a diffuse community of Russian-language
LJ-bloggers. Further research is needed to determine whether the flamewar constitutes a genre within different linguistic
communities, and the exact ways in which flamewars contribute to sociability within these communities.
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